SNAP JUDGMENT STUDIOS - SPOOKED: FULL TIME AUDIO ENGINEER
Snap Judgment, an award-winning radio show and podcast (heard on over 400 NPR stations
nationwide, and downloaded over two million times every month) is seeking an AUDIO
ENGINEER for its spin-off podcast, Spooked. Spooked is a production of Snap Studios and
Luminary Podcasts.
Spooked features true-life supernatural stories, told firsthand by people who can barely believe
it happened themselves. Be afraid! Spooked episodes garner over two million monthly podcast
downloads and are broadcast on Snap Judgment during the Fall, as stations host Spooked
Marathons across the nation. Spooked drops Apple Podcasts chart-topping releases that
dominate the Arts category all of Fall, but fans listen all year long. The show has been featured
in Rolling Stone, Vulture, The Atlantic, and other major outlets.
The position is full-time (with benefits) and the expected salary is between $70K - $82K
depending on experience.
The job will be based on-site in Snap Studios in Downtown Oakland.
RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mixing and Mastering episodes of Spooked and other Snap Studios projects.
Assembling shows from content maps, fixing dialogue edits, and audio restoration.
Ensure all final deliverables meet quality and technical standards for distribution.
Run studio sessions for Voice Over recording for the host.
Manage recording equipment in the studio.
Provide remote recording solutions for interviewees of the show.
Interact with story producers to assess recording needs.
Technical troubleshooting for audio sessions in ProTools, Logic, Descript and other
DAWs.
Skills
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Dialogue Editing
Noise Reduction and Audio Restoration
EQ, compression, and Sound Design techniques.
Mixing and Mastering for Podcast and Broadcast distribution
File management
Communication skills
Time management and ability to meet deadlines

Experience
❖ Pro Tools
❖ Logic Pro
❖ Izotope RX

❖ Adobe Audition and other DAWs are a plus.
To apply, please send a cover letter to jobs@snapjudgment.org with “Spooked 7 Audio
Engineer” in the subject line. Please include 3 samples of your engineering work.
Applicants without samples will not be considered.
Application deadline is Jan 30, 2022.

Snap Judgment is an Equal Opportunity Employer actively seeking diversity in the workplace.
We encourage people of color, people with disabilities, veterans, women and
gender-non-comforming candidates to apply.

